
 

 

Rusty’s Heirloom Tomatoes – 2022 Tomato Plants for Sale 
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Belaya Vishnya (White Cherry) (New for 2022!)      Ukraine 
Outstanding rare Ukrainian tomato.  Semi-indeterminate (4 – 4½ feet) regular-leaf 
plant produces creamy-white, blush pink 9 – 13 oz. ox-heart-shaped dense, fleshy 
fruit having a delicate sweetish, pleasant taste with hints of cherry.  Plants are 
productive and quite disease resistant.  Fruits are lemon-white with pink tips, grow 
in clusters, and do not crack with sweetish fragrant pulp, no acidity, with small seed 
chambers. Just mouth-watering and memorable and versatile having many uses in 
the kitchen.  A real stunner!   75 – 80 days. 

 

Black Krim (New for 2022!)      Ukraine 
(Aka Black Crimson, Black Crimea) from the Black Sea which is the only natural 
boundary of Ukraine.  The prolific regular-leaf indeterminate plant produces purple-
black-brown thick skinned fruits with flattened globes average 8 - 12 oz., highly 
flavorful with rich, superbly sweet, smoky, earthy flavor that lingers on the tongue.  
Flesh is a beautiful dusky pink with deep, rich-red / mahogany interior with excellent 
complex flavors, sweet with a lingering salty umami smoky quality common in black 
tomatoes. Fresh eating, sandwiches, caprese salads, juicing, sauces.  80 – 85 days  
 

Bulgarian Miracle (New for 2022!)      Bulgaria 
A beautiful giant tomato with vivid dark pink-crimson flesh that no tomato lover could 
possibly resist. Indeterminate, regular leaf plant are very productive production 1+ 
plus pound tomatoes with great sweet heirloom flavor even with our often cool 
summers. Flesh is dense, richly flavored with a silky texture, wonderful sugar to acid 
ratio and multi-purpose:  great for fresh eating, cooking/sauce, salsas, salads, 
sandwiches or just sliced with a little sea salt. Yum!  Massive fruits having excellent 
flavor and texture, sugary pulp, resist cracking, marvelous aroma.  80 – 85 days  
 

Cosmonaut Volkov (New for 2022!)      Ukraine 
A Ukrainian heirloom named by Russian space engineer / gardener, Mikhailovich 
Maslov, who named the heirloom tomato from his family garden after his comrade 
Vladislav Volkov, a Russian astronaut, who died while returning from the first visit to the 
Earth's first space station.  Semi-indeterminate, grows to 4 – 5’ , regular-leaf sturdy, 
productive, disease and weather tolerant plants produce deep red 10 – 16 oz. flattened 
oblate fruits that grow in 3 - 5 clusters.  Award-winning, great fleshy texture, balance of 
sweetness & acidity, juicy, rich and full-bodied. Large luscious beefsteaks that beg to be 
eaten, unsurpassed old-fashioned super rich flavor. Great for fresh eating, sandwiches, 
sauces, canning, roasting.  70 – 75 days.  
 

Diva de Deva (New for 2022!)      Romania 
Family name from the Romanian region of Virgo, an old heirloom grown near 
Jungfrau.  Indeterminate, regular-leaf plants produce large amounts of crimson 
raspberry red 10 – 15 oz. flat-oblate tomatoes with slightly ribbed shoulders that 
grow in large clusters.  Flesh is dense, richly flavored with a silky texture, wonderful 
sugar to acid ratio and multi-purpose:  great for fresh eating, cooking / sauce, 
salsas, salads, sandwiches or just sliced with a little sea salt. Yum!  Fruit have 
excellent flavor and texture and resist cracking. All around multi-purpose excellent 
tomato, good production and disease resistance.  70 – 80 days 
 

Gigant from Posavje (New for 2022!)      Slovenia 

An old heirloom from the historical Posavje wine region of lower Carniola in 
southeast Slovenia near the end of the Sava river valley. Indeterminate, regular leaf 
plants produce large gorgeous red fruits weighing 10 – 15 oz. flattened-rounded shape 

beefsteak type with dense non-cracking skin. Fruits are juicy with tender flesh, 
balanced taste, great aroma, sweetness with no after taste.  Super yielding plants 
bears fruit for a long time until the end on the season.  Multi-purpose variety eaten 
fresh, sandwiches, canning, juicing, sauces.  Great taste, resistant to many common 
diseases.  Mid-season, 75 – 80 days. 
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Gogosha (New for 2022!)      Ukraine 

Tanya Gogosha brought her grandmother’s family heirloom, (grown in Ternipal, 
Ukraine since the late 1890’s), to New York in the 1980’s when she was a student. 
Very rare. Indeterminate potato-leaf plants are super productive of 9 -14 oz. fleshy 
raspberry-pink flattened, delicious, sweet tasting beefsteak with exquisite aroma. 
Extremely dense, juicy beef flesh, small cells with few seeds, exceptional flavor.  
Very tolerant to adverse weather conditions and diseases with our unpredictable 

weather.  Salads, canning, juicing, sauce/salsa/roasting, sandwiches.  80 – 85 days. 
 

Hourma (New for 2022!)      Ukraine.   
Ukrainian heirloom with high carotene nutrient content and tetra-cis-lycopene having 
good bioavailability when eaten fresh.  Incredible tasting 5 - 10 oz. slightly flattened 
oblate beefsteak are meaty, juicy and deliciously sweet with rich flavor that melts in 
your mouth.  Fruit is deep orange, thin-skinned, fantastic sweet, tangy flavor with 
bright peach-orange flesh that shines as brilliant as gold.  Jewel-like appearance 
suits it well to a multi-colored caprese salad, fresh eating, sandwiches or unique 
orange sauces.  Regular leaf, semi-indeterminate plant grows 3 ½ to 4 feet. 75 days 
 
 

Hungarian Heart (New for 2022!)      Hungry 

Brilliant reddish-pink luscious fruits weighing 10-16 oz. are firm and meaty like all 
ox-heart types—great for fresh eating, canning, sandwiches, paste, or making fresh 
roasted tomato sauce. The crack-resistant fruits have few seeds and very little cores 
- superb rich tasting, sweet, excellent flavor and solid flesh across each hefty slice!  
Indeterminate regular leaf plants bear heavily all season long. Heirloom from a 
village 20 miles outside of Budapest, Hungry around 1900.  80 days 
 
 
Liften Yellow  USA 
An exceptionally beautiful, large 16 – 24 oz. beefsteak, with interior shades of 
orange, pink and red with a delicious sweet flavor and a hint of citrus.  Plants did 
very well in the hot weather and diseases were never a threat to them. Golden 
yellow beefsteaks’ exterior are colored with red stripes that turn into a ruby blush on 
the bottom of the golden fruit. Flavor is sweet and rich and harvests are abundant.  
Perfect for fresh eating, sauces, BLT sandwiches, caprese salads, great for cooking 
and sweet orange sauce.  Indeterminate, Regular leaf, 80 Days  
 
 
Lucky Tiger  USA 
This tomato is the BOMB!  Fruits are very versatile - perfect for salsas, jams, jellies, 
drying and no better way to have them freshly picked and eaten!  Indeterminate, tall, 
regular-leaf vines are very productive and bushy. Fruits are 1 ½ - 2 oz. & about 2” 
long, greenish pink, bi color - a subtle orange / green striped color with orange flesh 
inside.  The fruits have excellent sweet flavor and taste with complex tropical notes. 
The fruits will hold onto the vine for an extended growing period without cracking 
and a long-shelf life in the kitchen.  You will snack on these all day long.  70 days 

 
Magnum Beefsteak  USA 
The large dark red 12 – 20 Oz. meaty beefsteak fruits have luscious, creamy, dense 
sugary full tomato flavor that rivals Brandywine. Overall, its flavors are exceptionally 
rich, Incredible complex luscious flavor, very sweet and succulent, making them 
perfect for slicing / fresh eating, outstanding for processing, canning, juicing, 
sauces, soups and fabulous BLTs. Old heirloom variety that was preserved, grown 
and distributed by the late Chuck Wyatt.  Highly productive and good disease 
resistance. Indeterminate, Regular-leaf.  80+ Days 
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Miracle of the Earth Siberia 
Miracle of the Earth is the result of the famous Siberian breeder Vladimir Nikolaevich 
Dederko in Novosibirsk, located in the southwestern part of Siberia on the banks of 
the Ob River.  The delicious raspberry-pink heart-shaped fruits weigh 9 – 13 oz. The 
fruits are fleshy, juicy and dense, very sweet and aromatic.  Siberian-breed tomatoes, 
are relatively early, semi-indeterminate (4–5 feet), tolerant to various weather conditions, 
super productive, pests and disease resistant with superb texture, taste and flavor.  
Generally, fruits grow in clusters, non-cracking, having long vine-hang time and long 
kitchen-self life.  Great taste, beautiful, multi-use, an outstanding flavor bomb. 75 days. 
 

Olena Ukrainian (New for 2022!)      Ukraine 
Family heirloom from Olena Warshova, Odessa, Ukraine.  Indeterminate, potato-leaf 
plants produce large, fleshy slightly ribbed blemish-free pink fruit weighing 12 – 16 oz. 
Firm, dense pulp with complex intense sweetness, flavor and low acidity.  Non-cracking, 
disease resistant, robust plants will produce several clusters of 2 – 4 fruits well into the 
fall and killed by frost.  Multi-purpose fruits for sandwiches, thick aromatic sauce, 
canning and fresh eating. Strong staking is a must as it’s a heavy producer.  Flesh is 
dense, richly flavored with a silky texture, wonderful sugar to acid ratio and multi-
purpose.  A great tomato that will certainly win you over.  80 – 85 days. 
 

Purple Sugar (New for 2022!)      Germany 
Developed by German master breeder Reinhard Kraft. This is one of those WOW 
memorable cherry tomatoes that will win you over in a heartbeat. Beats all the 
competition – Black Cherry, Chocolate Cherry, Rosella, Matt’s Black, many others. 
Massive productive regular-leaf plants can be over 6’ tall, producing loads of purple 
candied 1 oz. fruit in clusters of 10 – 15 or more. Delicious, round, fruity, chocolate 
brown, honeyed, crispy and taste like sugar-candy that you can’t resist, and a lot will 
not make it out of the garden.  Great snacking, fresh eating, salads, canning, 
dehydrating, tomato preserves. Intensely sweet, mind-blowing flavor.  70 - 75 days 
 

Rebel Starfighter Prime. (New for 2022!)      USA 
Starfighter Prime is a once in a lifetime exceptional masterful piece of breeding by a 
hobbyist named Russ Crowe (a Star Wars fan) of Fairfax, Vermont made by crossing 
Xanadu Picasso with Reinhart’s Green Heart.  Heart-shaped unique indigo stripped fruit 
exhibits a kaleidoscope of dark pink with metallic green-black radial stripes on the 
exterior and brick-red mahogany / maroon interior.  Indeterminate regular-leaf plants 
produce fleshy, dense 8 - 12 oz. excellent sweetish fruits with a long-lasting savory 
flavor.  Weather tolerant, non-cracking, few seed.  Multi-use in salad, soup, cooking, 
sauces, casseroles, sandwiches, pasta. Delicious sweet taste with fruity notes.  
Truly one of a kind.   A real Superstar. The WOW factor!  75 days 
 

 

Rosa de Zarautz  Spain 

Rosa de Zarautz tomato comes from an old fishing village of Zarautz located on the 
Cantabrian Sea Coast in northern Spain. The indeterminate, regular-leafed plants 
produce light rosy-pink, heart-shaped, and conical / elongated fruits weighing 6 to 9 
oz.  Fruits have fleshy, meaty, dense meat, great texture and thin skins but won’t 
crack.  The taste is sweet, concentrated, aromatic and complex. Plant is very 
productive, disease resistant yielding fruits with few seeds: perfect paste tomato for 
sauces, canning and salsa.  An old heirloom Basque variety.  75 – 80 days 
 
 

Rosy Cheeks (New for 2022!)      USA 
Rosy Cheeks was developed by Ellie of Bunny Hop Seeds (Florida) from a “sister line” 
Lumos from an accidental cross between Coyote and Rose Quartz Multiflora by an 
ambitious little bee.  Miracles happen in nature and this is one of them. So named as it 
reminded Ellie of a little girl’s rosy cheeks from cold weather. The regular-leaf plant is 
big, healthy and not bothered by damp weather, pests or disease. Production is massive 
and continuous throughout the long season. Very high sugar levels with Brix level 8+ in 
ordinary field grown conditions. Raspberry pink 1 oz. gems with exceptional taste and 
flavor.  A great flavorful lip-smacking cherry for snacking, salads and drying.  A mouth-
watering flavor bomb. 70-75 days 
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Sandul Moldovan   Moldova 
Outstanding large 10 – 16 oz. pink sweet beefsteak with slightly flattened (oblate) 
fruit and some shoulder ribbing.  What makes Sandul Moldovan so special is 
exceptional complex flavor, high sugar - low acid balance, its dense, meaty and 
creamy flesh with exquisite sweet wine flavor and the intense aroma of old-
fashioned tomatoes.  Heirloom variety from Moldova brought by the Sandul family 
when they immigrated to US in early 1990’s. Regular-leaf, indeterminate plants are 
very productive into late summer. A fabulous multi-purpose tasty tomato!   80 days 
 

Sarnowski Polish Paste Poland 
Super productive indeterminate regular-leaf plants have droopy foliage, 6 - 10 oz. 
fruit - dense, meaty, solid almost seedless flesh and sometimes variable in shape 
(large plum, double plum, long sausages) with a nipple end.  If you like process 
tomatoes, make sauces or can lots of tomatoes, this would be a great variety to 
grow. Flavor is superior to other paste / processing types - intense, sweet and rich.  
Great for fresh eating also.  Polish heirloom from Sarnow River area brought to 
Schenectady, NY in the1890’s. 75 days. 
 

Sevruga (New for 2022!)      Ukraine 

Semi-indeterminant plants are 4 – 4 ½ feet tall.   Regular-leaf plants with great 
production of beautiful heart shaped shiny crimson-pink fruits with few seeds 
weighing 12 – 15 oz. with a simply magnificent taste and flavor with a slight tangy 
aftertaste that just melts in your mouth.  Resistant to adverse weather conditions, 
drought, high humidity, low temperatures for successful summer and early fall 
production of magnificent great tasting fruits. Dense, juicy and fleshy beef meat, 
magnificent flavor and rich aroma. Great for fresh eating, sauces, salsa, juicing. 
High productivity, large-fruited, great fruit flavor.  Wonderful variety.  75 – 80 days. 
 

Sun Sugar (New for 2022!)      USA 

Indeterminate regular-leaf plant that can easily exceed 6’ pumps out massive 
amounts of ½ oz. round golden orange absolutely scrumptious delicious cherry 
tomatoes. There are several cherry clusters packed along long continuous vines 
that will last long into the fall until killed by frost. Very early, extraordinary sugar 
sweet gourmet flavor, thin skin, non-cracking (unless excessive rain), disease 
resistant, superb texture, fruity taste and aroma.  Unbeatable, absolute top-of-the-
line, no competition in its class.  You’ll be eating more in your garden than on your 
table. Salads, snacking, drying, roasting.  None greater, just superb. WOW  70 days 
 

Vernissage Pink (New for 202!)      Ukraine 
Developed by the famous Ukrainian breeder Ruslan Doohov, premier Ukrainian 
breeder for decades of great tasting top-of-the-line tomatoes by crossing 'Stupice' 
and 'Kitaiskiy Barkhatnyi'. A “vernissage” is a private, special advance screening 
before a public exhibition. It’s a celebration of the completion of a piece of artwork.  
Productive indeterminate regular-leaf plants produce prodigious amounts of 2 oz. 
round multihued pink & yellow striped fruits that grow in 4-6 clusters. Delicious, 
beautiful, thick skin, non-cracking, long self-life, rich, complex with a little tang.  
Great for fresh eating, salads, drying or making sauces.  70 -75 days  
 

True Colors Canada 
True colors was created by Karen Oliver of Ladysmith, Canada from a cross of 
Ludmilla’s Pink Heart and Captain Lucky.  True colors will blow you away with its 
taste and beauty that almost seems surreal.  Strong and prolific indeterminate, 
wispy potato-leaf plants produce 8 to 14 oz. beautiful ox-heart fruits with very 
attractive yellow, green and pink marbling inside and yellow-green-purple coloring 
outside.  Excellent, rich, very meaty tomato with few seeds.  When fully ripened, 
they are sweet, fruity, firm and juicy.  It’s a home-run whether used for fresh eating, 
caprese salads, sandwiches, sauces and soups.  This is a masterpiece and a must 
grow, resist cracking and cat-facing.  75 days. 
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